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WINTER COLOR

Easy and Colorful Winter Planter
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What an inspired combination!
A mix of shrubs (yes, you’ll have to remove them eventually and plant in the ground) along with a ground cover wintergreen and sparkling
white hellebores, this combo will look great right through the winter in zones 7 – 9. Colder zones will need to substitute something a bit
more hardy for nandina (we suggest a holly such as Nordic™ Inkberry Holly, which looks somewhat the same and stays somewhat small).
Who needs lots of flowers, right?
See the entire project at the Frustrated Gardener.
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This beautiful garden so perfectly
illustrates the beauty that happens
when you do your part--plant,
water, feed, mulch-- and then let
nature do the rest, Sure, there will
be weeds ...

From bud to bloom to falling petals,
no garden, from cottage to
contemporary, is really complete
without at least a few of these
dreamy flowering shrubs. A variety
of growth ...

You know the feeling. It's that
spidey sense that you're on view in
your own outdoor space. Feeling
exposed makes it hard to relax and
enjoy being outside. Who wants ...
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